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Abstract of thesis entitled; 
A Portfolio of Music Compositions 
Submitted by WU Kiu-lap ( Student ID: 03 070170 ) 
For the degree of Master in Music 
At the Chinese University of Hong Kong in April 2005. 
This portfolio contains three pieces. 
The first one is Suite for Solo Violin. It includes six short pieces: (I) Preludio, 
(II) Fancy, (III) Allegretto, (IV) Country Dance, (V) Scherzo and Trio, (VI) Epilogue. 
These pieces are like the reflection of a performer during the practice time. 
Although advanced techniques are included in this piece, this suite should be played 
in a relaxed manner. Instead of a show-off piece, this is a set of short pieces 
cultivating an innovative tone colour and modem playing style on an instrument with 
a long history. 
The second piece is Humoresque, it is a reflection of Concerto Grosso during the 
Baroque period with a woodwind quintet acting as the concertino. The strings 
function as the ripieno and pianoforte as a linkage between these two groups of 
instruments. 
The Third piece is Andante Pesante, it is scored for a large orchestra which discribes 
two demonstrations held on July of 2003 and 2004 in Hong Kong. 
This orchestral piece is inspired by Minimalism music and art-works. In my opinion, 
it is the most appropriate style to describe the demonstration in which people walked 
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Suite for Solo Violin 




IV Country Dance 
V Scherzo and Trio 
VI Epilogue 
These pieces are like the reflection of a performer during the practicing time. 
It is a demonstration of different combination of tones, rhythm as well as advanced 
techniques of violin playing. 
The first piece, Preludio, consists of broken chords are played with slurred bow, 
demonstrating a special effect on bowed-string instruments. It creates 
a smoother changing harmony while the music progresses. 
The second, Fancy, is a slow movement consisting of a rapid changes of registers 
and dynamics. Although this Fancy is written for solo violin, repetitions of musical 
materials can be heard in upper and lower registers, thus sounding like a piece of 
contrapuntal music. Because of the construction of the instrument as well as the 
tuning of the strings, player can play very large leaps with the left hand remaining 
in the same position. This piece cultivates this characteristic on violin. On the other 
hand, dynamic change is usually controlled by the right hand, so there is a challenge 
of the right hand technique in the passages of rapid dynamic changes. 
The third. Allegretto, is in perpetual motion, with the rhythmic pattern in 
special design the energetic melodic line is dominated by semi-quavers and triplets. 
Although the rhythmic design is uneven, the formal structure is highly symmetrical. 
The fourth, Country Dance, is an extemporaneous movement including a non-stopped 
development of musical materials. Again, the syncopated rhythm and advanced 
articulations (for example, down bow staccato) are challenges for the right hand. 
The fifth, Scherzo and Trio, has the most well-designed musical form comparing with 
other movements in the suite. The Scherzo section is constructed by trills both in the 
left hand and "right hand" (rapid strings crossing), as well as glissando with rapid 
string crossing. The movement of notes is comparatively fast after a short reflection 
of the Preludio. The music ends energetically. In the Trio section, the music starts 
in a slower tempo and relax atmosphere. 
After playing with many kinds of advanced techniques, the last movement. Epilogue, 
in the concern of the performer, is easier and rather relaxed than the previous five 
movements. It is a pizzicato version of the Preludio, which rounds up the whole suite. 
The performer can put down the bow here and play the pizzicato with the index and 
middle fingers until the last two bars. The four last chords in the Preludio become 
artificial harmonics in broken chord, which end the whole suite in a calm 
atmosphere. 
Although advanced techniques are included in this piece, this suite should be played 
in a relaxed manner. Instead of a show-off piece, this is a set of short pieces 
cultivating an innovative tone colour and modem playing style on an 
instrument with a long history. 
Humoresque 
The musical design oiHumoresque is a reflection of Concerto Grosso during the 
Baroque period with a woodwind quintet acting as the concertino. The strings 
function as the ripieno and pianoforte as a linkage between these two groups of 
instruments. The short introduction starts with three tutti chords, then the concertino 
joins in and repeats the tutti chords with humorous elements. Strings pizzicato leads 
the music to the first main section, a fugato exposition. The instruments of the 
concertino start a fugato passage with each instrument playing their own solo 
passages. Although the fugal subjects are similar, different variations can be heard due 
to each instrument's ability and special characters. In bar 46, there is a stretto-like 
passage which leads the music to a short climax before the tutti chords come in again 
in bar 59. Humorous elements reappear in tutti before the beginning of the second 
section. In the second section, the woodwind quintet/concertino and strings/ripieno 
are in canonic conversations which continue with further development until bar 119. 
Pianoforte joins in and acts as a solo instrument at this moment and has a cadenza-like 
passage before returning to the fugato section at bar 138. In bar 149, the fUgal subject 
is kept playing by woodwinds and the canon subject is re-introduced by the strings. 
In bar 170 an extended coda starts with the tutti chords on woodwinds and the music 
becomes more contrapuntal here. A short climax is brought out in bar 195 which is 
followed by a dramatic diminuendo on the concertino together with the lower strings 
imitating the rolling on a timpany. A final climax, constructed from the ninth bar from 
the end, ends the music in a brilliant tutti. 
Andante Pesante (an orchestral piece for large orchestra) 
Scoring for 2 flutes, 2 alto flutes, 2 oboes, oboe d'amore, cor anglais, 
2 clarinets in B-flat, bass clarinet, 2 bassoons and contrabassoon, 4 horns in F, 
trumpet in F，2 trumpets in B-flat, bass trumpet in C, 3 trombones, 
contrabass trombone and tuba, 3 percussion players* and strings. 
* There are 2 timpani players. The first player needs one large timpany only (at least 
74 cm in diameter) also doubling the suspended cymbal. The second player needs 
another two instruments (around 66 cm and 61 cm in diameter). Another percussion 
player plays the snare drum and bass drum. 
Background: On July, 2003, after a series of adversity such as SARS, delinquency 
of civil servants and the government's ignorance of the voice of Hong Kong citizens, 
500,000 people gathered in a demonstration seeking for improvement in democracy . 
Unfortunately, after a year's time, the situation has still not improved. Then, 
on l”uly，2004，530,000 people gathered in another demonstration again. 
This orchestral piece is inspired by Minimalism music and art-works. In my opinion. 
it is the most appropriate style to describe the demonstration in which people walked 
steadily in the same direction, and accumulated on and on. It finally became a massive 
phalanx. 
The music begins with the strings murmuring steadily in 2/3 time, describing the 
hot and wet weather on the day of demonstration. Then the woodwinds come in at 
bar 25 imitating the walking pace of the demonstrators on the streets. An extened 
creasando until bar 68 marks the increasing number of demonstrators gathering 
together. In this first section, the motif is fairly simple which involves E and F# 
basically. The second section starts in 2/2 time, with a trumpet call answered by tutti 
antiphonally. In bar 73, the second motif (eight chords) starts a passacaglia-like 
passage. However, unlike the traditional passacaglia, there is no obvious seperation 
among each variation. The music sounds heavy and firm here, describing the 
demonstrators chanting on and on and progressing step by step. The main motif is 
brought out by lower brass and woodwinds. In bar 185, the tempo returns to 2/3 time 
and the force is lightened. It is like an airscape of the sea of demonstrators. The 
musical materials here are developed from the notes played by flute and alto flute 
along bar 38 to bar 54. It is a combination of major seconds. In bar 203, the strings 
murmur again, and the view returns back to the street. In bar 230, the E-F# motif 
comes in again joining with the material from the second motif together, and these 
leading to the final section from bar 257. This final section is in 1/2 time, containing 
fragments of the second motif which are played by trumpets and trombones in a 
conversation manner. Then the tutti brass comes in at bar 289 and contiues playing the 
second motif in a highly contrapuntal texture. It leads to the climax arriving at 
bar 342. 
Finally, the music is rounded up by an orchestral cresando and ends in a triumphant 
atmosphere which reprsents the expectation of the citizens. 
There are some supplementary instruments used in this piece of music. All of them 
are supporting instruments of the lower register in their sections, for example, alto 
flute, oboe d'amore, cor anglais, bass clarinet, contrabassoon, bass trumpet and 
contrabass trombone. One exception is the trumpet in F which is rarely used in 
modern orchestras. It has a more pure trumpet sound than the modem B-flat 
instrument. However, if the trumpet in F is not available，it can be substituted by a 
trumpet in C. Another rare instrument is the contrabass trombone. Compared with 
another lower brass instrument, the contrabass tuba, the sound of contrabass trombone 
is more solid and brassy, giving a powerful support to the trumpet and trombone 
sections whereas the sound of contrabass tuba is soft and warm. I treat it as the 
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IV Country Dance 
V Scherzo and Trio 
VI Epilogue 
These pieces are like the reflection of a performer during the practicing time. 
It is a demonstration of different combination of tones, rhythm as well as advanced 
techniques of violin playing. 
The first piece, Preludio, consists of broken chords are played with slurred bow, 
demonstrating a special effect on bowed-string instruments. It creates 
a smoother changing harmony while the music progresses. 
The second. Fancy, is a slow movement consisting of a rapid changes of registers 
and dynamics. Although this Fancy is written for solo violin, repetitions of musical 
materials can be heard in upper and lower registers, thus sounding like a piece of 
contrapuntal music. Because of the construction of the instrument as well as the 
tuning of the strings, player can play very large leaps with the left hand remaining 
in the same position. This piece cultivates this characteristic on violin. On the other 
hand, dynamic change is usually controlled by the right hand, so there is a challenge 
of the right hand technique in the passages of rapid dynamic changes. 
The third. Allegretto, is in perpetual motion, with the rhythmic pattern in 
special design the energetic melodic line is dominated by semi-quavers and triplets. 
Although the rhythmic design is uneven, the formal structure is highly symmetrical. 
The fourth, Country Dcmce/is an extemporaneous movement including a non-stopped 
development of musical materials. Again, the syncopated rhythm and advanced 
articulations (for example，down bow staccato) are challenges for the right hand. 
The fifth. Scherzo and Trio, has the most well-designed musical form comparing with 
other movements in the suite. The Scherzo section is constructed by trills both in the 
left hand and "right hand" (rapid strings crossing), as well as glissando with rapid 
string crossing. The movement of notes is comparatively fast after a short reflection 
of the Preludio. The music ends energetically. In the Trio section, the music starts 
in a slower tempo and relax atmosphere. 
After playing with many kinds of advanced techniques, the last movement，Epilogue, 
in the concern of the performer, is easier and rather relaxed than the previous five 
movements. It is a pizzicato version of the Preludio, which rounds up the whole suite. 
The performer can put down the bow here and play the pizzicato with the index and 
middle fingers until the last two bars. The four last chords in the Preludio become 
artificial harmonics in broken chord, which end the whole suite in a calm 
atmosphere. 
Although advanced techniques are included in this piece, this suite should be played 
in a relaxed manner. Instead of a show-off piece, this is a set of short pieces 
cultivating an innovative tone colour and modem playing style on an instrument with 
a long history. 
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(At least: 6 Violin I, 6 Violin II, 
4 Violas, 4 Cellos, 2 Contrabasses ) 
Humoresque 
The musical design of Humoresque is a reflection of Concerto Grosso during the 
Baroque period with a woodwind quintet acting as the concertino. The strings 
function as the ripieno and pianoforte as a linkage between these two groups of 
instruments. The short introduction starts with three tutti chords, then the concertino 
joins in and repeats the tutti chords with humorous elements. Strings pizzicato leads 
the music to the first main section, a fiigato exposition. The instruments of the 
concertino start a fiigato passage with each instrument playing their own solo 
passages. Although the fugal subjects are similar, different variations can be heard due 
to each i n s t r u m e n t ' s ability and special characters. In bar 46, there is a stretto-like 
passage which leads the music to a short climax before the tutti chords come in again 
in bar 59. Humorous elements reappear in tutti before the beginning of the second 
section In the second section, the woodwind quintet/concertino and strings/ripieno 
are in canonic c o n v e r s a t i o n s which continue with further development until bar 119. 
P i a n o f o r t e joins in and acts as a solo instrument at this moment and has a cadenza-like 
passage before returning to the fugato section at bar iJ8. In bar 149，the fugal subject 
is kept playing by woodwinds and the canon subject is re-introduced by the strings. 
In bar 170 an extended coda starts with the tutti chords on woodwinds and the music 
becomes more c o n t r a p u n t a l here. A short climax is brought out in barl95 which is 
followed by a dramatic diminuendo on the concertino together with the lower strings 
imitating the rolling on a timpany. A final climax, constructed from the ninth bar from 
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4 Horns in F — 
Trumpet in F ^ 
i 
2 Trumpets in B-flat ^ 
a 
Bass Trumpet in C �‘ j| 
£ 
3 Trombones 户 
K 
Contrabass Trombone f 
Tuba 
3 or 4 Timpam ‘ 
Bass Drum ^ 
Snare Drum | 
Suspended Cymbal 
Strings 
( A t least: 16 Violin I，16 Violin II’ 
14 Viola, 12 Cello，8 Contrabass ) 
Suggested Sitting Plan 
Timpani I Percussions Timpani II 
Homs I II n i IV Tuba Contrabass Trombone 





Trumpet in B-flat II，I Trumpet in F 
Viola 
Violin II 
This piece is scoring for a large orchestra including: 
2 flutes. 2 alto flutes, 2 oboes, oboe d'amore, cor anglais, 2 clarinets in B-flat, bass clarinet，2 bassoons and contrabassoon, 
4 horns in F, trumpet in F, 2 trumpets in B-flat, bass trumpet in C, 3 trombones, contrabass trombone and tuba’ 
3 percussion players* and strings. ( At least: 16 Violin I，16 Violin II，14 Viola, 12 Cello, 8 Contrabass ) 
* There are 2 timpani players. The first player needs one large timpany only (at least 74 cm in diameter) also doubling the 
suspended cymbal. The second player needs another two instruments (around 66 cm and 61 cm in diameter). Another percussion 
player plays the snare drum and bass drum. 
Background: On l" July，2003, afler a series of adversity such as SARS: delinquency of civil servants and the government's 
ignorance of the voice of Hong Kong citizens, 500,000 people gathered in a demonstration seeking for improvement in 
democracy. Unfortunately, after a year's time, the situation has still not improved. Then，on l"My，2004, 530,000 people 
gathered in another demonstration again. 
This orchestral piece is inspired by Minimalism music and art-works. In my opinion, it is the mo试 appropriate style to describe 
the demonstration in which people walked steadily in the same direction, and accumulated on and on. It finally became a massive 
phalanx. 
•nae music begins with the strings murmuring Readily in 2/3 time, describing the hot and wet weather on the day of 
demonstration. the woodwinds come in at bar 25 imitating the walking pace of the demonstrators on the streets. An extened 
creasando until bar 68 marks the increasing number of demon 触 ors gathering together. In this first section^ the motif is fairly 
simple which involves E 如d F# basically. The second section starts in 2/2 time, with a trumpet call answered by tutti 
^tiphonally. In bar 73, the second motif (eight chords) starts a passacaglia-like passage. However, unlike the traditional 
passacaglia, there is no obvious seperation among each variation. The music sounds heavy and f ™ here, describing the 
demonstrators chanting on and on and progressing step by step. The main motif is brought out by lower brass and • chv inds . In 
bar 185, the tempo returns to 2/3 time and the force is lightened. It is like an airscape ofthe sea of demonstrators. The musical 
materials here are developed from the notes played by flute and alto flute along bar 38 to bar 54. It is a combination of 一 o r 
seconds. In bar 203, the strings « again, and the view returns back to the street. In bar 230, U.e E-F// motif 
comes in againjoining witl^  the material from the second m o t i f together, and tiiese leading to the final section from bar 257. This 
final section is in 1/2 time, containing fragments ofthe second motifwhich are played by trumpets and trombones in a 
conversation manner. Then the tutti brass comes in at bar 289 and contiues playing the second motif in a highly contrapuntal 
� t e 激 e . I t leads to thecUmaxaxr iv ingatbar342 .FMy� the^ic isrou«dedupbyanorche^alc^^ 
triumphant atmosphere w h i c h reprsents the expectation ofthe citizens. 
There are some supplementary instruments used in this piece of music. All of them are supporting instruments of the lower 
register in their sections, for example, alto flute, oboe d'amore, cor anglais, bass clarinet, contrabassoon, bass trumpet and 
contrabass trombone. One exception is the trumpet in F which is rarely used in modem orchestras. It has a more pure trumpet 
sound than the modem B-flat instrument. However, if the trumpet in F is not available, it can be substituted by a trumpet in C. 
Another rare instrument is the contrabass trombone. Compared with another lower brass instrument, the contrabass tuba, the 
sound of contrabass trombone is more solid and brassy, giving a powerful support to the trumpet and trombone sections whereas 
the sound of contrabass tuba is soft and warm. I treat it as the supporting instrument of the hom section and one of the bass-line 
instruments for the whole orchestra. 
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